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I’m	not	sure	you’ll	believe	me.

it wasn’t an attempt at flight   but flight
my	shoulder	blades	ache

yesterday the sun glanced 
off  of  my edges
	 I	went	blind	for	a	moment
	 ::	lost	my	direction
 and fell spiraling to earth

do	you	believe	me?

when	I	woke

I was wingless.



Night slips past

my breath fogs your car window
forehead pressed against the glass

you	drive	carefully

there	was	a	time
night was dangerous

now	it	is	merely		inconvenient

it	stretches	around	our	bodies
and into the twist of  traffic
the	pines	sway	::	
	 but	I	only	see	my	breath
	 and	the	dark	expanse	of 	asphalt
 struck with headlights 
 and the orange glow of  streetlamps

the	pines	are	dark



I remember the great gasp of  morning
edge of  earth burning   into whiteness

the	air	was	always	so	cold

now
even naked   it is not enough

I	stand	on	the	cool	cement	of 	your	patio
bare feet against the shadows
close   but not cold enough

I	miss	that			almost	more	than	i	miss
the sheer weightlessness   of  flight



I	woke
and thought I was home

against the glass of  your bedroom window
 a bird crashed  again and again
	 the	awful	sound
 of  beak against glass

I	was	not	home

I	sit	beside	the	window
half  hoping the bird will return

I am that lonely here   waiting for another impact



I can remember my first rain
I thought the world was ending

though now
I see my arms wrapped tightly
around	my	chest
the rain falling on my 
pale	shoulders
	 this	is	not	the	way	it	was
	 but	I	can’t	remember
	 what	I	looked	like	before



You keep tracing your index finger
over the ridge of  my hip bones
and I am forgetting  the feel of  talons
 the terrible plunge



There	was	a	way
I	could	dip	in	the	wind
and know I was being followed

here		I	have	to	turn		
and	look.		

it	doesn’t	matter	
that	you	are	always	there.

I	still	have	to	turn

do	you	understand	
how	much		that	hurts?



My	bones	are	heavy

if  I can find a way
to	make	myself 	hollow
maybe I can go home.

I	have	to	try



I	found	a	map	in	your	desk	drawer
crumpled	behind	old	pencils

you	should	be	more	careful

you	can	tell	where	you've	been

your handwriting scrawled
around the margins

nothing here  is mine.



I	watched	the	sparrows	for	hours
the	easy	dip	and	weave

was	it	really	that	simple?

quick flash of  wing
then	settle	::	back	towards	the	barn

their	shadows	move	so	quickly
	 ::	I	am	dizzy



With	one	hand	
you	slanted	my	face

into the light
as if  that   might show you
	 	 ::who	I	am

you’re not listening



Sometimes
I	can	almost	::

 but then gone
	 dissolved	into
	 the	real	movement

an	arm	raised		wrist
	 tilted	to	the	sky



I	fell
I	fell

I	fell

and	you	found			me



You			don’t	have	to	believe	me

but	why	do	you	think
I	balance	carefully
 walking along the edge 
	 of 	a	curb?

I	don’t	need	your	body
to	steady	mine

my	muscles	remember		these	motions



I	can	still	feel
the song of  sunrise
thrumming beneath my skin

it is difficult
	 to	breathe	deeply
 and feign sleep
 as the sun begins to climb

but I am learning
the	way	to	pretend



The	way	you	trace	my	spine
you know something is different
	 but	can’t	place	it

mouth opens :: closes without speaking

for	once
the naming is not important

or	::	it	is	too	important

you	cannot	reconcile	
	 your	touch	
	 with	my	skin



How	thin	my	wrists	are
like I am disappearing

delicate	collection			of 	bones
	 of 	skin

there are nights  you tangle
in	my	hair			the	dark	air
seeps through the window

I	don’t	dream

you tell me in the morning
 you found how to fly
but	only	remember		
landing



I	am	hollow
	
	


